ATG at INTERMAT 2012
A first exposure to three new Alliance tire series
May 10, 2012 – ATG (Alliance Tire Group) successfully exhibited at INTERMAT 2012, one of the
largest and most prestigious international biennial exhibitions for the construction and material
handling industries. The exhibition took place in Paris, France and spans hundreds of exhibitor from
around the globe.
Showcasing ATG’s innovative industrial and OTR tires, the Group presented a selection of 13
industry leading tires. The mixture of well reputed tires together with some of ATG's latest tread
designed attracted a high number of visitors into the stand, and business meeting with local and
international dealers, OE customers and commercial representatives were held.
During the show ATG exposed, for the first time, some of its recently developed tread patterns, such
as the Alliance MULTIUSE 655 winter OTR radial tire, Alliance 624 all-steel radial tires series for
telehandlers and excavators, and the Alliance Dual Master 528 which is bringing an innovative
approach to dual-tires configuration for excavators.
ATG Tires at the booth also included known patterns such as the Alliance MULTIUSE 550, Galaxy
Giraffe XLW, Alliance 650 all-steel OTR radial tire, Galaxy Beefy Baby R-4 skid steer tire.
In addition to the tires exhibited at the ATG booth, many other of ATG tires were mounted on
excavators, skid steers, trailers, graders and other construction vehicles throughout the fairground.
Angelo Noronha, Group VP Sales and Marketing said: "We were happy to see the growing number of
ATG tires presented on different machines across the show, and proud to realize that a number of
leading OEs chose Alliance tires to be mounted on machines performing live demos on site. The high
number of meetings held at our stand represents the progress of ATG's penetration and
establishment in the relevant niches and industries".
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